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ABSTRACT

of photographs and browsing time, it is desirable to discard
unattractive photographs while retaining visually pleasing
ones. Due to the time-consuming nature of this process, it
would be useful to have computation-based solutions to assist in photograph maintenance. However, since the evaluation of photographs is subjective and involves personal taste,
any solution based on computation will face challenges and
diﬃculties. Notwithstanding these shortcomings, computational aesthetics is proposed to predict the emotional response to works of art [17, 18]. Also, there are other topics
using a similar approach, such as photograph optimization
and photograph assessment. Photograph optimization based
on aesthetics has been proposed by several authors [21, 16,
12]. In this paper, we will focus on photograph assessment
and ranking.
Various approaches have been proposed to select “high
quality” photographs. [28, 27, 23] assess photographs based
on image qualities such as degradation caused by noise, distortion, and artifacts. On the other hand, Tong et al. [26]
and Datta et al. [5] try to classify professional and nonprofessional photographs with low-level features used in image retrieval. Ke et al. [9] concentrate on more visual features such as edges, blurriness, brightness, and hue for classiﬁcation. Binary classiﬁcation accuracy is then used to evaluate the results. Photographs are labeled as professional and
non-professional, and then predicted by the system. The
performance of the system is often determined by prediction
accuracy. Ke’s method achieved a 72% classiﬁcation rate on
a set of 3,000 photographs. Our previous work ranks a photograph by nine rules based on aesthetics [30]. The rules
include horizontal balance, line patterns, size of region of
interest (ROI), merger avoidance, the rule of thirds, color
harmonization, contrast, intensity balance, and blurriness.
An accuracy of 81% was achieved on a set of 2,000 photographs. In Luo et al. [13], rather than extracting features from the entire photograph, they treat the foreground
and the background diﬀerently, and achieved a classiﬁcation
rate of over 93% using 12,000 photographs. Using the same
data as they did, our system has the same 93% classiﬁcation
rate, although we provide additional personal preference in
re-ranking.
In this work, performance is often evaluated by the accuracy of binary classiﬁcation. However, even within twoclass photographs, there are still ranks in photographs. In
the work of San Pedro et al., Kendall’s tau coeﬃcient is
utilized to measure the similarity between their ranking results and the groundtruth [20, 11]. Kendall’s tau coeﬃcient
ranges from 1 to -1, where 1 indicates perfect agreement

In this paper, we propose a novel personalized ranking system for amateur photographs. Although some of the features used in our system are similar to previous work, new
features, such as texture, RGB color, portrait (through face
detection), and black-and-white, are included for individual
preferences. Our goal of automatically ranking photographs
is not intended for award-wining professional photographs
but for photographs taken by amateurs, especially when individual preference is taken into account. The performance
of our system in terms of precision-recall diagram and binary classiﬁcation accuracy (93%) is close to the best results to date for both overall system and individual features.
Two personalized ranking user interfaces are provided: one
is feature-based and the other is example-based. Although
both interfaces are eﬀective in providing personalized preferences, our user study showed that example-based was preferred by twice as many people as feature-based.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

With the current widespread use of digital cameras, the
process of selecting and maintaining personal photographs is
becoming an onerous task. To address the growing number
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Our system for personalized photograph ranking, where 1,000 ranked photographs are shown on the left side of
the window in both ﬁgures (a) Re-ranking photographs by adjusting the feature weightings (b) Re-ranking photographs by
selecting a few example photographs from the right part.

between the two rankings, and -1 means perfect disagreement. Their work results in a Kendall’s tau value of 0.25 for
the ranking based on visual features of 70,000 photographs
collected from the Flickr website. This value indicates that
there is only weak agreement between the ranking list and
groundtruth, and thus the authors combine tag information
of photographs to improve the value to 0.48. The results of
our work are also evaluated using Kendall’s tau; we achieve a
value of 0.43 without using tag information of photographs.
These various eﬀorts indicate that there are feasible solutions for automatic photograph ranking and selecting. However, one of the most challenging aspects is that the results
tend to be subjective. The judgement of aesthetics involves
sentiments and personal taste [5, 15]. Everyone has his
or her unique way to rank photographs. A ﬁxed ranking
list simply cannot meet everyone’s requirements, just like
there is no universally preferred interior design of individual
houses.
Sun et al. adopted the idea of personalization [25] in which
personalized photograph assessment is achieved by incorporating user preference. However, the assessment is based
only on the proportion of the saliency region that is covered
by a predeﬁned region, and uses only 600 photographs and
three subjects in their experiments.
In this paper, we propose a system to re-rank photographs
according to individual preferences. We use ListNet to derive the weightings of rules employed to rank photographs
[2]. By adjusting the weightings, photographs can be reranked immediately. An example-based user interface can
also be used as one’s favorite style to modify the ﬁnal results.

2.

lecting example photographs using the photographs on the
right half. For this demo program, 1,000 photographs are
listed with ranking scores from high to low.
Figure 2 shows the overview of our system. Training photographs are separated into two classes: preferred and nonpreferred. Rules used for feature extraction will be covered
in section 3.
The score of each photograph can be considered as a linear
combination of each feature and its corresponding weighting
factor. After feature extraction, the ListNet is adopted to
train the prediction model by ﬁnding the optimal weightings
for each feature. Once the optimal weightings are found,
photographs can be ranked according to their scores. However, these weightings are generated from the training set,
and they might not agree with individual user’s personal
preferences. Therefore, the system enables users to combine
their personal tastes with a trained model to produce results
tailored to each individual.
Two methods are provided for weighting adjustments: feature-based and example-based. We provide 18 features that
users can use to customize their ranking lists. Users who
understand the features can emphasize some over others by
manually adjusting the weighting for corresponding features
Using the example-based approach, users can select some of
the photographs they like from our database and have the
system update the weighting based on these few example
photographs.

3. RULES OF AESTHETICS
Rules of aesthetics in photography describe how to arrange diﬀerent visual elements inside an image frame. We
categorize these rules into two major categories: photograph
composition and color distribution.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The user interface panel of our personalized photograph
ranking system is shown in Figure 1. The scenario of reranking photographs by adjusting the feature weightings is
shown in Figure 1(a). Figure 1(b) shows re-ranking by se-

3.1 Photograph Composition
Composition is the placement or arrangement of visual
elements in a photograph. Although there are no absolute
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method [1], where the saliency value for a pixel is the diﬀerence between the color vector of the pixel and the average
color vector for the entire image, in “Lab” color space:
S(x, y) = |Iu − Iwhc (x, y)|
where Iu is the arithmetic mean pixel value of the image and
Iwhc is the Gaussian blurred version of the original image.
A saliency value is then assigned to each patch by averaging the saliency for the pixels that covered by the patch.
The saliency map is shown in Figure 4(c). The combined
segmented photograph and saliency map is shown in Figure
4(d).
The rule of thirds is then measured by the model:
fROT = 

2

Di
1
Ai Si e− 2σ
i A i Si i

(1)

where Ai is the patch size, Si is the saliency value of the
patch, and Di is closest distance from the patch center to
one of the four power points (σ = 0.17). If main subjects
are closer to the four points, the value of fROT is larger.

Figure 2: System overview
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

rules that guarantee perfect composition for all photographs,
there are nonetheless some heuristic principles which when
applied properly suggest a composition that will be pleasing
for most people.

3.1.1 Rule of Thirds
The rule of thirds is the most well-known photograph composition guideline [7, 10]. The idea is to place main subjects
at roughly one-third of the horizontal or vertical dimension
of the photograph. An example is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 4: Locating subject (a) Original photograph (b)
Segmented photograph (c) Saliency map (d) Combination
of segmented photograph and saliency map

3.1.2 Simplicity
Simplicity in a photograph is a distinguishing factor in
determining whether a photograph is professional or not [9].
We use two kinds of features to measure the simplicity of the
photograph: size of ROI segments and the simplicity feature
proposed by Luo et al. in [13].
The ROI map of the photograph is converted to a binary
ROI map by applying the threshold :

1, if x < αMaxROI , α = 0.67
BROI =
0, otherwise.

Figure 3: Example of rule of thirds: the ﬂower is located
at one of the “power points”
To measure how close the main subjects are placed near
these “power points”, the position of main subjects should be
located in each picture. First, each photograph is segmented
into homogeneous patches using a graph-based segmentation
technique [6]. Figure 4(b) illustrates the segmented results
of the example photograph shown in Figure 4(a). Then a
saliency value is assigned to each pixel based on Achanta’s

After obtaining the binary ROI map, bounding boxes are
generated for each of the non-overlapping saliency regions
and the area for all bounding boxes is summed:

fROIArea =
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n

Areai
wh
i=1

(2)

(a)

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Simplicity feature (a) High simplicity (b) Low
simplicity

ness of the photographs [19]. The MPEG-7 homogeneous
texture descriptor is based on the property of the human
brain to decompose the spectra into perceptual channels
that are bands in spatial frequency and it uses Gabor ﬁlter to evaluate the convolution responses of the image under
diﬀerent scales and orientations [3, 14].
The Gabor wavelets (kernels, ﬁlters) can be deﬁned as
follow:



k
2 z2
2
ku,v 2 − u,v2σ2
izku,v
− σ2
ψu,v (z) =
e
e
−
e
σ2

(b)
Figure 5: Region of Interest (ROI) Area size feature (a)
Large ROI region, depicted as the white area in the right
frame (b) Small ROI region
where w and h are the width and height of the photograph,
respectively. An example is shown in Figure 5.
In addition to the size of ROI segments, we also include
one of the features from [13] which deﬁnes simplicity as the
“attention distraction of the objects from the background”.
An example is shown in Figure 6. We extract the subject
region of a photograph and what remains is the background
region and we use the color distribution of the background to
evaluate the simplicity of the photograph. The RGB channels are quantized respectively into 16 diﬀerent levels and
the histogram (H) of 4096 bins is generated for the photographs. The simplicity feature is deﬁned as:

fSimp =

S
4096

where
ku,v =

kjx
kjy




=

kv cos φu
kv sin φu


, kv =

fmax
π
),
v , φu = u(
2
8
2

v = 0, ..., vmax − 1, u = 0, ..., umax − 1. the MPEG-7 homogeneous texture descriptor consists of mean and variance of the image intensity and the combination of ﬁve
diﬀerent scales {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} and six diﬀerent orientations
{30◦ , 60◦ , 90◦ , 120◦ , 150◦ , 180◦ }. Actually this texture feature performs well (84.15%) as shown in Table 1(b).

3.2.2 Clarity
Photographs that are out of focus are usually regarded as
poor photographs, and previous work has included blurriness as one of the most important features for determining
the quality of the photographs [26, 9]. Figure 7 shows an
example. The photographs are transformed from spatial domain to frequency domain by a Fast Fourier Transform, and
the pixels whose values surpass a threshold are considered
as sharp pixels (t = 2).


× 100%



(3)

where s = {i|H(i) ≥ γhmax }, and γ = 0.01. Table 1(b)
shows that our modiﬁed simplicity feature performs with
89.48% accuracy which is an improvement over the 73% accuracy of Luo’s method.

3.2 Color and Intensity Distribution
fblur =

3.2.1 Texture
We include texture as a feature, even though it is not
included in any of the other photograph-ranking related papers [5, 9, 12, 13, 20, 26].
Texture is one of the important features for image retrieval, and it also conveys the idea of repetitive patterns or
similar orientations among photograph components. Photographers also consider texture richness as a positive feature since repetitions and similar orientations not only extend viewers’ perspective depth but also reﬂect a sense of
harmony.
We use the homogeneous texture descriptor deﬁned in the
MPEG-7 standard to extract and describe the texture rich-

number of clear pixels
total pixels

(4)

However, bokeh describes the rendition of out-of-focus
points of light and is an important techniques used by professional photographers to emphasize the main objects. We
manage to detect bokeh by partitioning a photograph into
grids and applying blur detection on them.
Qbokeh =

number of clear grids
total grids

Since bokeh is a combination of sharp and blurred grids,
we do not consider bokeh for photographs that are either
entirely sharp or entirely blurred. We also exclude grids
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weight for each pixel is given according to its intensity. Two
sets of histograms are produced for the left and right portions of the image. The histograms are later converted into
chi-square distributions to evaluate the similarities between
them.

with low color variations because they sometimes produce
an erroneous evaluation of low quality on what is really a
high quality image.

fbokeh =

1, if 0.3 ≤ Qbokeh ≤ 0.7
0, otherwise.

(5)
fbalance =

k


(Eleft − Eright )

(7)

i=1

(a)

(b)
(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Clarity feature (a) High clarity (b) Low clarity
Figure 9: Intensity balance feature (a) balanced (b) leftright unbalanced

3.2.3 Color Harmonization
Harmonic colors are known to be aesthetically pleasing in
terms of human visual perception, and we use this to measure the quality of color distribution for the photographs.
Figure 8 shows an example. The optimization function deﬁned by [4] is:
F (X, (m, α)) =



H(p) − ETm(α) (p) · S(p)

3.2.5 Contrast
Contrast can be deﬁned as the dissimilarity between components within a picture. Figure 10 shows an example. In
our system, we measure two types of contrasts: Weber contrast and color contrast. Weber contrast for any given image
is deﬁned as:

(6)

p∈X

where H and S are the hue and saturation channels for a
photograph, respectively, and X is the input image with
each pixel in the image denoted by p. The best color template m and the best oﬀset α are determined to minimize
the optimization function so as to create the most pleasant
visual result, and we deﬁne our color feature accordingly.

(a)

fWeberContrast =

width
 height
 I(x, y) − Iavg
1
1
width height x=0 y=0
Iavg

(8)
where I(x, y) represents the intensity at a position (x, y) of
the image and Iavg is the average intensity of the image.
Weber contrast measures the disparity between components
in terms of intensity values within the photograph; however,
we would also like to consider the color dissimilarity. Therefore, we use the color diﬀerence equation by CIE 2000 to
determine color contrast [22].
The image segmentation method is applied to photographs
and the mean color is computed for each segment [6]. Color
disparity is calculated and summed for each pair of segments
according to their mean colors and the sum is then normalized by the number and the size of color segments.

(b)

Figure 8: Color Harmonization feature (a) Harmonic color
(b) Less harmonic color

3.2.4 Intensity Balance
Balance provides a sense of equilibrium and is also a fundamental principle of visual perception in that the eye seeks
to balance the elements within a photograph. Photographic
composition involves organizing the positions of objects within
the image and balancing them with respect to lines or points
that establish the harmony. Figure 9 shows an example. The

(a)

(b)

Figure 10: Contrast feature (a) High contrast (b) Low
contrast
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4. PERSONALIZED RANKING
fColorContrast =

n
n



(1 − D(i, j))

i=0 j=i+1

C(i, j)
Mi Mj

4.1 Ranking and ListNet

(9)

Related to the classiﬁcation problem, ranking generates an
ordered list according to certain criteria, e.g. utility function. A ranking algorithm assigns a relevant score to each
object, and the score order represents the relevance to the
goal function. A ranking algorithm is trained with a set of
data, to be utilized to predict ranking results. The training
procedure of ranking algorithms is commonly referred to as
learning to rank.
In our work, a set of photographs is selected as training photographs; we denote the set by D = (d1 , d2 , ..., dN ),
where di is the i-th photograph, and N is the number of
training photographs. For each training photograph in the
set, there is a corresponding score, forming a set of scores
denoted by Y = (y1 , y2 , ..., yN ), where yi is the relevance
score of photograph di . A feature vector, denoted Xi =
(x1i , x2i , ..., xM
i ) where M is the number of dimensions, is extracted from each photograph based on the rules described
in section 3. A ranking algorithm f is trained to predict
the scores of test data by leveraging the co-occurrence patterns among feature X and score Y . While training the
ranking algorithm, a list of predicted scores, denoted Z =
(z1 , z2 , ..., zN ) = (f (X1 ), f (X2 ), ..., f (XN )), is obtained for
the set D of training photographs. The ranking algorithm
f is optimized by minimizing the loss function L(Y, Z).
We adopted ListNet in our work since it has been shown
in [8, 29] that ListNet is eﬃcient and even outperforms conventional approaches, such as RankSVM. ListNet employs
cross-entropy between two probability distributions of input
scores and predicted scores as a listwise loss function. The
function is deﬁned as:

where D(i, j) is the relative distance between two segments
and C(i, j) is the color dissimilarity between the two segments. The combined result of Weber and CIE2000 contrasts yields features with good accuracy (84.12%), as shown
in Table 1(b).

3.3 Personalized features
Although photographs can be assessed based on aesthetic
rules, these rules do not fully capture personal taste. For
example, some may prefer photographs with a speciﬁc color
style, or high color saturation, or high intensity, etc. Some
even prefer portraits over scenic photographs. Although
these properties are not suitable for assessing photographs,
it is still necessary to include them as features. These personalized features are described in this section.

3.3.1 Color preference
Color can be represented by brightness, saturation, and
hue. Some photograph selection is based on a speciﬁc color
style. For example, the color green contributes more than
other colors in plant photographs, whereas the color blue
plays a dominant role in sea and sky photographs. An example is shown in Figure 11. To meet each user’s preference
in color style of photographs, we add three color preference
features to our system: brightness, saturation, and RGB
channels.
Brightness, also referred to as intensity, records the average intensity of whole pixels in each photograph. The
saturation of whole pixels is averaged as a feature. RGB
channels are used as features since this provides a friendlier
user interface than the hue feature. Average values of whole
pixels are calculated separately for each of red, green, and
blue channels. Grayscale pixels are omitted. Consequently,
the ratio of each of red, green, and blue divided by the sum
of the three channels, is calculated and assigned as a feature.

L(Y, Z) = −

P (yi )log(P (zi ))

i=1

The loss function is minimized with a linear neural network model. A weight is assigned to each feature and the
sum of linear weighted features is the predicted score.

3.3.2 Black-and-white ratio
Appropriate color arrangements can make photographs
more attractive and outstanding. However, for black and
white photography, composition is the primary determining
factor. To distinguish black and white photographs from
color photographs, one feature descriptor is added to indicate if a photograph is colorful. The black and white feature
is also treated as a personalized factor.

zi = f (Xi ) = W · Xi
W = (w1 , w2 , ..., wM ) is the weighting vector of features.
The gradient with respect to each w is derived via gradient
descent:

∂L(Y, Z)
=
(P (zi ) − P (yi )Xij
∂wj
i=1
N

Δwj =

3.3.3 Portrait with face detection
Faces are treated as a part of region of interest in photographs and faces are also selected as one of personalized
features since users may prefer photographs of human ﬁgures.

Each wj , for j = 1 M is initially assigned to zero. In each
iteration, wj is updated by
wj = wj − η × Δwj

3.3.4 Aspect Ratio

where η is the learning rate. The iteration terminates if the
change in W is less than a convergent threshold.

The aspect ratio of photographs can aﬀect photograph
composition. The aspect ratio of 4:3 and 16:9 are often
used.
fAspectRatio =

N


width
height

4.2 Personalization
After deriving the weightings for each feature, the scores
of new photographs are generated and a ranked list is produced based on the scores. Personalized ranking is further

(10)
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 11: Color preference (a) High brightness and low brightness (b) High saturation and low saturation (c) Color style
(when green and blue are selected)

photograph is its rank. After the weightings of features are
learned, the remaining 6,000 photographs are used for testing. We evaluate our ranking results using Kendall’s Tau-b
coeﬃcient.

realized by manually modifying the weightings, so called
feature-based.
Example-Based: Our system also provides weighting adjustment by example photographs. A weighting vector is
associated with each example photograph where each entry
of the weighting update vector is deﬁned as:
w j = wj +



τb = 

F (xji )

n0 is the number of all pairs, nc is the number of concordant pairs, nd is the number of discordant pairs in the lists,
t1 is the number of pairs tied in the ﬁrst list, and t2 is the
number of pairs tied in the second list. A Kendall’s Tau-b
value of 0.4228 is derived from the predicted score list of test
data. This value indicates that the agreement between two
lists is not weak.

i∈S

where

i∈S

F (xji ) =

 j

⎧

xi −mj
if voting members of S
⎪
⎪
∗ u,
⎪
i∈S
σj
⎪
“all” agree
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ 0,

if two or more voting
members contradict to
each other

5.2 Binary Classification

where xji is the j-th feature value for the photograph i, mj
is the mean value of feature j from all training photographs,
σj is standard deviation of feature j,   is a ﬂoor function,
and u is a ﬁxed step size. S is the set of selected example photographs. Function F is a voting mechanism, which
determines whether selected photographs are consistent in
features. If two or more photographs contradict each other
in a speciﬁc feature, the feature will not be updated.

5.

nc − nd
(n0 − t1 )(n0 − t2 )

EXPERIMENTS AND USER STUDY

All data are selected from a photograph contest website,
DPChallenge.com, which contains diverse types of photographs
taken by diﬀerent photographers. Each photograph is rated
from 1 to 10 by a minimum of 200 users so as to reduce the
inﬂuence of the outliers. We used the 6,000 highest-rated
and 6,000 lowest-rated photographs for our experiments, the
same data that was used in [13].

5.1 Ranking
3,000 top ranked photographs and 3,000 bottom ranked
photographs are selected to train our system by the ranking algorithm, ListNet. The corresponding score for each
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With so many features, we need to address the issue of how
to combine them in the binary classiﬁcation problem. We
use the “late fusion” technique [24], where a “voting strategy”
is used, with the voting weighting of each feature determined
by the training phase accuracy. We used the best three
features (simplicity, texture, and contrast) in voting, and
our result is 93% accuracy. This compares favorably with
what was reported by Luo et al. [13] who used three diﬀerent
approaches (Bayes, SVM, Gentle Adaboost), and achieved
the best result of above 93% with Gentle Adaboost.
In Figure 14, we compare the results of our approach to
those by Ke et al.’s [9], Luo et al.’s [13]. Direct comparison is of limited utility since Luo et al. is using Bayesian
based and ours is using ListNet, while Ke et al.’s has a
much smaller database (2,000 for training). We use the same
dataset of 12,000 photographs (6,000 for training) as Luo et
al. does. Nonetheless, the features proposed in our approach
have been eﬀective and the overall diﬀerence is small: both
systems are 93% in binary class classiﬁcation.
In table 1, for the binary classiﬁcation problem, we can
see that individual features used in Luo et al. and in our
system have very similar performance. We noticed that two

(a)

(b)

Figure 12: Ranking results with feature-based UI, where the left side of the window is the ranked result, and the right side is
for user manipulation. (a) Re-ranking photographs by the contrast feature (b) Re-ranking photographs by the black-and-white
feature

features, simplicity and texture (our new feature), perform
better even compared to the blur factor.
Table 1: SVM classiﬁcation accuracy of single feature (a)
Luo’s features (b) Our features
(a) Luo’s features[13]
Features
Accuracy
Composition
79%
Clarity
77%
Simplicity
73%
Color Combination
71%
Lighting
62%
(b) Our features
Features
Accuracy
Simplicity(modiﬁed)
89.48%
Texture
84.15%
Contrast
84.12%
Intensity Average
75.23%
Region Blur
71.03%

Figure 14: Precision Recall curve of three methods, where
Ke’s and Luo’s use Bayes classiﬁer, and ours uses ListNet.

Some features, such as RGB colors, portrait (via face detection), and black-and-white, may not perform well as individual feature in a two-class classiﬁcation problem, but they
are important for individual preference. Thus, some of the
features used in previous work have proven eﬀective, but are
insuﬃcient for personal preference.

were provided for their choice: “very good”, “good”, “bad”,
and “very bad”. In the second user study, each subject was
asked to select a few (typically two to ﬁve) preferred photographs and our system then re-ranked the list accordingly.
The same four options were provided to examine their results.
Two thousand photographs, comprising a thousand highestrated and a thousand lowest-rated from DPChallenge.com,
were used in the two experiments, with half of them used as
the training set and the other half used as the testing set.
A total of twelve subjects participated in both experiments,
with each subject taking an average of 25 minutes.
The results for the four levels (“very good”, “good”, “bad”,
and “very bad”) were: (8.3%, 91.7%, 0%, 0%) for the ﬁrst

5.3 User Study
We conducted two user studies to evaluate the eﬀectiveness of our system. In the ﬁrst user study, each subject was
asked to adjust weightings using slider bars to generate a
new ranked list of photographs. The newly-generated list
was compared with the previous list to verify the eﬀectiveness of our personalization process. Subjects were asked if
the new list was closer to their preference and four options
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(a)

(b)

Figure 13: Ranking results with example-based UI, where the left side of the window is the ranked result, and the right side
is for example selection. (a) Re-ranking photographs by blue color (b) Re-ranking photographs by portrait
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